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	TITLE: Citrus Core Transformation Facility as a platform for testing of different genes and/or sequences that have potential to render Citrus plants tolerant or resistant to diseases
	DATE: 4/3/2014
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Transgenic/Metagenomic Mediation of Resistance]
	ABSTRACT: The productivity of the Core Citrus Transformation Facility (CCTF) in the time between January and April of 2014 was higher than it was in the previous quarter. We have continued to produce transgenic plants for different research groups from the state of Florida and beyond.  
The work done within this quarter concentrated mostly on old orders. In communication with one research group, which is the biggest client at this time, the decision was made to prioritize the work on some of the orders they previously placed so CCTF had to shift the efforts towards specific orders and disregard time when the orders were placed. Also, through the communication with the CREC Director, CCTF received direct order from CRDF to produce some rootstock plants transformed with the NPR1 gene. These efforts are being coordinated with the Mature Tissue Transformation Lab (MTTL). Considering the importance of this project, CCTF started working on it immediately. Initial co-incubation experiments were done just a few days upon receipt of this order with the plant material obtained from MTTL. However, the quality of seedlings obtained from the MTTL was not good and results from that series of experiments had to be discarded. Rootstock cultivars of Carrizo, Swingle, and Citrus macrophylla are being used in this project. C. macrophylla seeds used for production of seedlings, that are the source of explants for co-incubation experiments, seem to be carrying some endophyte as most of the material obtained from these seeds ended up being contaminated. Because of this observation, the decision was made to put the emphasis on the Carrizo and Swingle cultivars. The work on this order is continuing at high pace.
Plants produced by the CCTF within this three months period belong to the following orders: pNah-10 plants, pN9-seven plants, pN18-six plants, pX11- eight plants, pW14- three plants, pX20- one plant, pX28- one plant, pN7- one plant, pHGJ4- one plant, pMed16- one plant, pMed14- two plants, pELP3-G-nine plants, pELP4-G- three plants, pTMN1-five plants, and pMG105- two plants. Altogether 60 plants were produced and they were all Duncan grapefruit.
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